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1. Introduction

Discover Disc Golf is a new initiative that the DEIC along with the BDGA board have been
formulating to create awareness of Disc Golf to as many new groups of people as possible
immeasurable health and wellbeing benefits for all people of all ages.

We want to use this platform to encourage as much growth in the sport and in doing so broaden
the diversity in our beautiful inclusive Disc Golf community. This initiative will run for the entire
month of May 2022, and we encourage as many people as possible in our community to get
involved in any capacity you feel you can handle.

This pack is designed to show you how you can do this and maybe give you some ideas on
what is possible, we also want to provide you with as much information and support you may
need. Thank you in advance, we can’t wait to get going with the project and help you guys grow
and enrich our incredible sport.

Let’s GO!
DDG Organising Team
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2. Discover Disc Golf: The Basics & How
You Can Get Involved.

What is Discover Disc Golf?

The British Disc Golf Association (BDGA)’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee (DEIC)
came up with the idea of a special date in 2022 to specifically conduct newcomer events. After
initial talks, the Board and DEIC decided to expand the proposed day/weekend to the entire
month of May 2022.

During May 2022, the BDGA will support events across the country that cater for newcomers of
any age, background, gender, religion & ethnicity. Events must be open to anyone (i.e not
restrictive) but can be targeted at Juniors, Women or age-protected status groups for example.

Why do we need Discover Disc Golf?

Disc Golf in the UK has grown exponentially, but we are still a way off being representative of
the national demographic. Providing opportunities for people to discover this wonderful sport is
a critical part of our mission to make disc golf truly accessible for all. National disc golf day (1st
WE of Aug) had traditionally been used as a calendar mark for this type of activity. However, as
it is late in the season, we are wasting a large window of opportunity – capturing enthusiasm at
the beginning of the summer and people have longer to fall in love with the sport while the
weather is better.

When will Discover Disc Golf take place?

May 2022 – As the weather improves, May will offer the perfect opportunity before all the tour
events ramp up. We have given the community freedom to choose event dates. Choose a date
that works for you. Have more than one date- that’s fine.

Want to run a DDG event? Here are the next steps for you:

Clubs, organisations, businesses, and independents can organise a newcomer event which will
be encouraged to cater for all. These events can take any format but consideration should be
given to ability, accessibility, and inclusivity.
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1. Have a look through this event pack and get inspired to run an event (brainstorm and

case studies are great places to start!). Talk to your clubmates and decide on a date and
a format – The DDG organising team will be on hand to answer any questions you have
at this stage and throughout the whole process through BDGA Secretary Si Luard
(secretary@bdga.org.uk). When you’re ready to send us the details, please use this
DDG Event Form

2. Advertise – Use the BDGA Press Pack [LINK] to help market your event. Social Media,
Disc Golf Podcasts, Local Press, Association websites.

3. Run your event – Have fun, make some new friends, help grow the sport, help grow your
club and importantly capture some basic data and content to help shape and make
future events even more successful.

The DDG Organising Team and BDGA are here to assist:

1. Equipment: We have an amazing deal set up with DGUK for purchasing DDG stamped,
beginner level, affordable discs. The first 500 of these will cost just £3 and will be
available to order once you have submitted your DDG event to us. Please order by
emailing BDGA Secretary Si Luard (secretary@bdga.org.uk). In terms of temporary
baskets we’ll do what we can to help and will be asking anyone with a basket they are
willing to loan to get in touch with us. For more details on equipment go to section 4.

2. Promotion: From late March, once we have a good amount of beginner events listed on
the DDG events page, we’ll be promoting the programme and driving people to the
website. You will be able to help out with this by sharing any relevant posts with your
friends and by promoting your own events through local channels. We have a poster
designed to promote DDG as a whole programme which will be great for creating
awareness of the sport and hopefully directing anyone interested to their nearest DDG
event. This poster is available to download in the Press Pack (section 5).

3. Post Event: One thing we have had lots of feedback on is that it can be difficult to
maintain people’s interest in the sport after the event. We will be producing a first run of
10,000 DDG leaflets which will be sent out to anyone hosting a DDG event. The leaflet
will have all the information and guidance a new player will need to keep them hooked
on the sport and direct them to their nearest course or club. This information is also on
the DDG website.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSecrEUKWCf-hU3jgkUSzI3Qj_w7A-A-FcSWbLtrjfK-ogYPgg/viewform?usp=sf_link
mailto:secretary@bdga.org.uk
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4. Troubleshooting: A big part of this for us will be reaching out to disc golf clubs and
individuals and helping out however we can. If you have any questions about DDG or
problems we might be able to help with we want to hear from you - email BDGA
Secretary Si Luard (secretary@bdga.org.uk).

mailto:secretary@bdga.org.uk
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3. Brainstorm / Event Ideas🧠

➔ Get in touch with local schools, outreach groups, community youth centres, local
religious centres and see if they are interested in a demo

➔ Contact local charities to see if there are any events happening you can attend

➔ Ask to run a stall or disc golf games at a local festival or fete

➔ A weekly club round that is open to newcomers would absolutely qualify as a DDG
event.

➔ Take disc golf to work day!

➔ Advertise beginner lessons at local park or course

➔ Take colleagues or friends from other groups to play a few holes

➔ Building connections with local groups could last forever. It doesn’t need to end in May.
Remember to ask other golfers for help.

➔   Ideas big or small all count. Let’s get people playing or just introduced to Disc Golf
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4. Equipment: Incl. DGUK Disc
Purchasing Offer
We understand that disc golf beginner events are likely to need 2 main things in terms of
equipment: discs and baskets.

Discs:

We’ve teamed up with DGUK and have subsidised the cost of some perfect beginner discs. The
disc is from DGUK and is a perfect beginner disc, stamped with the DDG, BDGA and DGUK
logos and QR codes.

The first 500 of these are available to purchase for anyone hosting a DDG event for £3 per disc.

Offer available until 25 March or until stocks run out.

Minimum order is 10. Maximum order is 80. You must have a DDG event booked in the diary to
qualify. Orders should be placed through BDGA Secretry Si Luard secretary@bdga.org.uk.
Shipping cost is not included.

After purchase, it’s up to you whether you decide to give or sell the disc to the newcomer, or
keep it for other beginner events down the line. We would recommend the former but will leave
this up to you.

Baskets:

The BDGA have 9 traveller baskets available for any BDGA member to use for free. They are
located in Trowbridge, Wiltshire. Please email for further info or to arrange borrowing.

We understand that this may not make sense geographically for many of you. If you need
temporary baskets please email and we will look to see who can help in your area.

We will be looking for the disc golf community to assist with temporary basket needs of DDG
event organisers. If you have a disc golf basket that travels well please email us and we will
add you to the list of super helpful & generous individuals. Thank you!

For all these enquiries email BDGA Secretry Si Luard secretary@bdga.org.uk

mailto:secretary@bdga.org.uk
mailto:secretary@bdga.org.uk
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5. DDG Leaflets
Post Event: We recognise how important it is for those trying the sport to be able to access the
information they need about disc golf to continue playing. We will be printing a first run set of
10,000 leaflets to be handed out at all DDG events. This information will also be available on the
DDG website in the “What is Disc Golf?” page.

Once we have your event confirmed we will be in touch to arrange sending these out to you and
an estimate of how many you will need.
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6. Case Studies
Here’s some examples of events that other disc golfers have successfully run in the UK. We’ve
tried to include a cross section of what could be put on: there’s a couple of pop-up-courses at
festivals or local events, a short 5-hole drop in taster session at a local park, a one-basket part
of a workday outing scenario and a school class session. There’s also an 800 person charity
fundraiser in there which it’s likely too late for this year but included to get you an idea of what’s
possible.

It’s worth repeating that the DDG programme will be encouraging and promoting events of all
sizes as long as they’re open to all. Even if it’s just you and a friend, at your local tree target
course introducing 10 people to the sport we’d love to include it on the website and assist
wherever possible.

Into the case studies - they’re a great read and hopefully very useful and will get you thinking.
Thank you everyone we’ve done case studies on - you guys are an inspiration!

A. Pop-up course at Wythenshawe Games - Alan Heckman
B. Pop- up course at Elderflower Fields Festival - James Burton
C. Open Funday / Activity Session - Sam Banner
D. Piggyback on a Work Family Day - Sian Lee
E. School Class Sessions / Putting Tasters - Alex Donne
F. Mendip Charity Fundraiser - Matt Cutler

A. Pop-up course at Wythenshawe Games - Alan Heckman

Disc golf pop-up course at Wythenshawe Games 2021 - case study
Manchester Disc Golf

1. Where was your event?
Our event was in Wythenshawe Park, a very large city park in suburban South Manchester. We
used a fenced in bowling green area for introducing the sport and getting everyone started with
putting, and we used part of a dis-used pitch and putt golf course for our 6-hole course.

2. What kind of event was it?
This was part of an event called Wythenshawe Games. Wythenshawe Games has historically
been a festival style event held in the park during the summer school holidays, providing
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residents with the opportunity to try out lots of different sports and challenges. Participation is
free and the event is supported by funding from the local authority. We have run two previous
pop-up courses at Wythenshawe Games events that were very successful.

In 2021, the format for Wythenshawe Games was changed to address Covid concerns. Instead
of one park for one week, opportunities to participate were spread across several parks and
several weeks. In 2021 we ran our pop-up course for 12 consecutive days in August.

3. How many participants were there?
Over 12 days we had just over 1500 attendances. These probably included about 1200 unique
individuals.

4. How many people did you have with you helping out?
22 people did at least half a day of volunteering to support the event. Each day was organised
with a volunteer leader and 2-5 other volunteers.

5. What equipment did you need?
We used:

● One 3.5 meter Coleman Event Tent
● Three folding tables
● 5 folding camping chairs
● A big printed vinyl Manchester Disc Golf banner, along with supports, guy ropes, and

stakes to hold it up
● Lots of homemade A4 signs inviting people to try disc golf. Printed, laminated, and

attached to stakes or sign holders with Duct tape
● Two very large, brightly coloured feather flags, to serve as landmarks and attract

attention
● A weatherproof box of about 50 beginner-friendly discs. We look for straight flying

putters and understable mids. Our current stock is mostly mis-printed Swans we got for a
good price and Latitude 64 Fuses with the MDG club stamp.

● 11 portable disc golf baskets. These included 6 travellers belonging to the club and 5
baskets of various types borrowed from club members.

● Two cans of temporary grass paint (don’t get the permanent survey paint, it kills the
grass) We used this to mark tee positions, basket positions, and directions to the next
tee.

● A big collection of plastic sport cones
● Numbered marker flags to indicate each tee position
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● A4 laminated tee signs on small sign holders to indicate each tee position. Each sign

includes a tee number and also indicates the colour of the basket to make it easy to see
which one to aim for.

● Lots of printed brochures and scorecards, along with a huge supply of stubby pencils
● A big box of random stuff we have found useful at previous pop-up courses… hi-viz

hazard tape, zip ties, a mallet and extra tent pegs, Bamboo stakes, towels for drying
things off when it rains, extra paper and pens, 1st aid kit.

● A clipboard with a sign-in sheet and extra pens. For this event we only recorded a home
postcode and tallied the number of adults and the number of kids attending.

6. Did you need to get permission from the local council? Please explain.
We were invited in by Wythenshawe Games which is funded by and run on behalf of the local
council, so additional permission was not required in this case.

7. Did you need to take out insurance? If not, who did? Please explain.
Our club has generally held £5 million in public liability insurance. However, for this event we
discovered that Manchester Parks now require £10 million, so we had to adjust our insurance,
paying a bit extra. Adjusting our insurance was a pain and delayed the possible starting date by
a few days. We also completed a risk assessment that was a real and realistic assessment of
risks and included a first aid plan.

8. How did the day or session operate?
Before the event we ran a fairly big outreach operation to find volunteers among our core
community that might be available during the day, especially as much of the event ran on
weekdays. Each day had a captain who knew the layout and had supported this kind of event
before. Managing who would be there was a pretty big task by itself! We started setting up a
new WhatsApp thread for every day to help the volunteer teams communicate.

Each day started with set up at 9 am. This entailed arriving at the site, getting our equipment
from the locked men’s toilet we had arranged to use for storage, then putting the tent, tables,
baskets, tee signs, feather flags and advertising signs up. We aimed to have the course ready
for use every day by 10.

We set up one basket near the popular walking path, with a small table holding a few discs
actually on the edge of the path. We used this to attract attention, and invite people to try getting
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a disc into a basket. If we were not busy we used this for putting games ourselves to pass time
and demonstrate the sport.

If anyone expressed that they would like to try playing, we added them to the tally, recorded
their postcode, and  invited them into the bowling green. The bowling green had 4 baskets for
putting practice, well spread out, and our box of discs. A volunteer would demonstrate how to
throw, explain the game, make sure everyone got a disc, and get them excited about trying.

Once a group had played with getting discs into baskets for a while, we would invite them to try
our six hole disc golf course and point out where it started. During busy periods a volunteer
would staff the first hole of the course to help organise getting everyone started. The holes were
designed ahead of time and marked on the ground with grass paint, so they were easy to set
out each day. Most holes were under 50 meters to make it more fun for beginners, and included
a challenging flight shape or strategic decision to make it different from the others and
interesting to play.

At 4 pm we started the packdown, aiming to have everything stored away by about 5 pm.

9. What was it about disc golf that really captivated and engaged people? How was the
feedback?
Disc golf is tactile, interesting and easy to explain. However, lots of people passing by have an
initial reluctance to engage with something totally unexpected and new. We helped overcome
this by thrusting a disc into their hands, promising that it was completely free with no catch, and
challenging them to make it into the basket. We also tried to engage their curiosity first by
placing several signs along the paths in all directions, so they had time to wonder what it was
before they arrived at our site. Having the feather flags, event tent, and banner attracts interest
too. If they couldn't play just then, we always told them we would be there every day and invited
them back.

Once they played, some people became extremely passionate about it. We had lots of repeat
customers, including several small groups of teens and some families that came back pretty
much every day.
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The feedback was overwhelmingly positive in-person and on social media afterward. We were
told by the Wythenshawe Games organisers that our participation numbers far exceeded any
other activity in the games this year.

Bonus Info from Carole Findlay who was one of the volunteers: “What was interesting at
the Wythenshawe event was women were happy to talk to women who were showing how to
play rather than men. On some of the quieter moments, which weren't that often on the 2 days
we did, I was putting and throwing which caught the eye of women and kids. They could see
what it was about rather than just seeing some baskets and that they could do it too.”

10. Did you come across any problems and what would you do to improve it next time?
We have previously run lots of these so we have gotten pretty good at it! Some things to keep in
mind:

Lots of people are willing to volunteer but volunteer management is its own important task. To
make it work you need to break down the tasks into very clear and easy specific instructions
AND you need to allow space for someone to take over and improve something if they are
passionate about it.  You also absolutely must think of your volunteers as another audience to
engage, not like paid staff doing a job. Are they having fun? Do they feel good about what is
being accomplished? Do they have transport and food options?

Attendance at this kind of event will be very low on rainy days. Build that into your expectations.

As part of their planning for Covid, Wythenshawe Games was organised so that attendees were
supposed to sign up online before they came. This didn’t work very well and we immediately
sought permission to recruit random passersby to try it. This was much better.

Having any option for secure overnight storage on site is really valuable, even if it is the mens
toilet.

Innova Traveller baskets are not very appealing to a lot of experienced disc golfers because
they are not exactly standard, but for this use they are actually great. They are comparatively
light and very quick to set up once you get the knack, and they come in bright colours which is
useful for helping people find their way around the course. Our whole pop-up course can fit in a
largish car with the back seat folded down.
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B. Pop- up course at Elderflower Fields Festival - James Burton

1. Where was your event?
Annual festival at Pippingford Park in the Ashdown Forest, attracting around 4,000 paying
guests over the weekend

2. What kind of event was it?
Family music and activity festival, target audience families with kids under 16

3. How many participants were there approx?
We estimate we have upto 6 or 700 people play disc golf each day

4. How many people did you have with you helping out?
The core crew is usually around 4-6 however we have others who drop in for cover occasionally

5. What equipment did you need?
We have a gazeebo as a welcome area and for shelter for crew/staff, a few chairs, a table,
around 40-50 discs Putters and some midrange, 8 baskets (7 holes and one demo), tee flags for
each hole, score cards and pencils.

6. Did you need to get permission from the local council? Please explain.
Elderflower fields is an event we are invited to so no need. Previously we have run events as
part of a council initiative for sport, we had to apply for permission in that instance.

7. Did you need to take out insurance? If not, who did? Please explain.
Elderflower fields require us to have our own Public Liability insurance policy, the council also
require the same level of cover, the zurich policy I have previously sent you details of offers
enough cover and is reasonably priced at around £80 or £90 for 12 months

8. How did the day or session operate?
We offer drop in rounds of golf on 7 holes very much like a crazy golf set up in a park or at the
seaside would offer, no fee is charged, we give a small demo at a basket where we demonstrate
putting from around 8-10 m and tapping in for those that don't make it, we use this to reinforce
the importance of safety and allowing the furthest away to play 1st. We then send the group to
the 1st tee where someone else helps with the tee off shot and reinforces the etiquette and
safety of waiting for the furthest away to play 1st. This is particularly important when kids are
involved as they have a tendency and inclination to go chasing after the disc as soon as they
have thrown it. For this reason we always insist on an adult being part of the group and do our
best to insist on the adult playing as well.
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9. What was it about disc golf that really captivated and engaged people? How was the
feedback?

Fun, competitive, something different, many have played in previous years and rate it as one of
the highlights of the festival (it is the only time they play we don't have much follow up
opportunity in Brighton). For some it is competition between family members, we always
encourage people to come back and compete with themselves to try and better their score. Lots
develop rivalries with other families, parents often come to play without the kids.

10. Did you come across any problems and what would you do to improve it next time?
At times we have had some big que's on the course, trying to keep groups to 4 max especially
at busy times, ensuring a parent in each group is also important and tricky sometimes. The
biggest challenge is conveying the safety message, but the best way to do this is to reinforce
the etiquette of golf and to make sure people stand back and watch others throw. Also feel it
really important not to complicate things with technical info, ie drivers v mids v putters, just give
them one disc first time, tell them they are all similar. maybe have one or two drivers on the side
to show people the difference after they have played to entrigue them a little more

Bonus question: Why do you love disc golf so much?
Being outdoors, making friends and competitive sport.

C. Open Funday / Activity Session - Sam Banner

Sam and his team ran a couple of taster days at their local course. Here’s a run down of how it
went from Sam:

“Regarding your project I'm not sure how relevant our experience is but we definitely had some
great progress in promoting our sport and introducing some new potential players.

We played at a little park round the back of our house, small but technical fun space just with 1
traveller basket.
9 holes max.

All the dog walkers and families would stop and chat to us and watch a few throws.

An existing community centre was on the back of the car park which was the hub of the park for
a mixture of activities and local events run by volunteers.

So we put on a free event, half term drop in taster session and had all the volunteers join in
which was great. Unusually we had more OAP 's from the committee join in than young folk.
So we only played a short 5 hole and some putting games.
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This continued to our next taster session we got some simple poster advertisement and a few
people signed up before via the community centre and they got a pot of £500 funding for us.!
Enough to buy 3 more traveller baskets and 20 basic discs.

This was much more successful with a little table set up like registration to get an email details
ect and grab a disc. Then we had a few extra club members to take small groups round our 5
hole circuit. After a couple of putts to warm up at the start.

Took about 30 mins to complete.
Great response and more children with a few parents all playing, then going round again for
another round.

At the end we got them to fill in a quick response survey just to get some feedback details.

Massive success which this year could potentially lead to the permanent installation.
Even though the park is 5 miles outside city, in a relatively affluent area, their has been alot of
anti social behaviour with general youth groups not having much to do and hanging about the
park causing trouble.

This is another bonus for our team and the local police to get on board with funding and council
structure to address these concerns.

Obviously working with other groups like the Scouts is an excellent resource and immediately
get the concept with the game as another sport or something alternative to do.
With more girls joining in with mixed groups makes it an easy opportunity and will definitely play
again.

We hope to work with more youth groups this year from other parts of the city and surrounding
areas where it is needed more now than ever.

Any other ideas welcome, even a ring of fire or other games to wrap up the session. But doing it
casually allows people space and time to go round in their own time with a club member.
Some people went round two times!”

1. Where was your event?
Local park

2. What kind of event was it?
Community Centre open funday - activity sessions.

3. How many participants were there approx?
10/15 first session. 1 - 2hrs.
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40 - 50 participants 2nd session different day. Two time slots.

4. How many people did you have with you helping out?
5 volunteers, club members.

5. What equipment did you need?
3 - 5 traveller baskets. 30 discs mostly putters. A few mids.

6. Did you need to get permission from the local council? Please explain.
Just permission from the community centre but they work with the council for permission to use
park.

7. Did you need to take out insurance? If not, who did? Please explain.
No insurance, covered under the community centre.

8. How did the day or session operate?
2 sessions, 1 hour and half to 2 hour slots. Morning / afternoon.

9. What was it about disc golf that really captivated and engaged people? How was the
feedback?
fun / alternative game, easy to get into and play with family. Mixed abilities are all welcome.
Enjoy the use of the park in a different way.
Actively involved target based sport.

10. Did you come across any problems and what would you do to improve it next time?
No problems or issues. Better feedback and more planning to advertise our next event, better
photos of action and some score cards.

Bonus question: Why do you love disc golf so much?
Disc golf is fun because it has a long learning curve you can always improve your game and
share enjoyable experience with your team or card. Get to play with new people and go different
places.
Search for the holy grail.
The perfect flight *
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D. Piggyback on a Work Family Day - Sian Lee

1. Where was your event?

Local Rugby Club

2. What kind of event was it?

Work family day that I decided to piggyback off.

3. How many participants were there?

100 plus throughout the day

4. How many people did you have with you helping out?

One

5. What equipment did you need?

Basket, Discs, Markers, prized and informational leaflets.

6. Did you need to get permission from the local council? Please explain.

No, I didn’t need to as it was part of a larger work event. We were also covered by the
Rugby clubs insurance.

7. Did you need to take out insurance? If not, who did? Please explain.

Nope, that was covered(see above)

8. How did the day or session operate?

I set out two baskets and started with some warm up games with the children and some
adults. Then noticed that people just wanted to see how far they could throw. So
marked off one side of the Pitch and did some distance throwing. Longest thrower in
the group got a strip of raffle tickets.

9. What was it about disc golf that really captivated and engaged people? How was the
feedback?

Some people went on to play and I gave them the details of local clubs. Others enjoyed
it on the day and didn’t go any further but it was fun and they still ask me how I’m
getting on playing on tour.

10. Did you come across any problems and what would you do to improve it next time?

More help needed. Could have spent more time with groups if I had more help. Didn’t
think that many people were gonna be interested.
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Bonus question: Why do you love disc golf so much? The feeling of seeing the disc do
exactly what you want is super thrilling. Ching!!!!

E. School Class Sessions / Putting Tasters - Alex Donne

1. Where were your events?

I have held several pop up events. One was in Rogerstone Welfare ground where I ran a putting
taster, with a view to families feeling ready to go out onto our makeshift 3-hole course that
gradually got longer… (30m, 40m & 50m).  I have also attended some schools where I have run
class sessions for them which consisted of putting (only move backwards one step where they
make 2 putts in a row), then the hula-hoop game where they played in teams against each other
with 3 baskets (hula-hoop on the ground 1 point, hit metal 2 points and in basket 3 points) and
then a CTTP to finish…

2. What kind of event was it?

As above

3. How many participants were there?

Participants varied between class sizes of 30, down to groups of 2 or 3 people interacting in
family groups.

4. How many people did you have with you helping out?

I had 1 or 2 assistants on the day helping to setup and sanitise discs.

5. What equipment did you need?

3 or 4 portable baskets and a suplus of putters.  Some cones and markers for distances, hula
hoops etc…

6. Did you need to get permission from the local council? Please explain.

I work for the Police, so offered it as a diversionary activity but spoke to the local community
council and they attended to see also.

7. Did you need to take out insurance? If not, who did? Please explain.
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I believe I was covered by the community council liability insurance and also the insurance
covered by my role as a Nxtgen officer within the force.

8. How did the day or session operate?

I ran school sessions with particular classes, but the open access event in Rogerstone was
advertised on social media with people invited to come and try it out for free.

9. What was it about disc golf that really captivated and engaged people?

The fact that anyone can play the sport, and something can be suitable for all ages!  From 3
year olds to elderly relatives, they all had a go!

10. Did you come across any problems and what would you do to improve it next time?

Not enough people attended!  I felt the Open day was great, but not having a final product to
offer was frustrating, so maybe having something to keep their interest would be needed.

Bonus question: Why do you love disc golf so much?

It's something that anyone can play!  Anyone can throw something, and everyone has played
frisbee with something in their life.  The concept is very easy to understand, but mastering it is a
whole different level!
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F. Mendip Charity Fundraiser - Matt Cutler

1. Where was your event?
Mendip disc golf

2. What kind of event was it?
Charity fundraiser

3. How many participants were there?
~800

4. How many people did you have with you helping out?
20-30

5. What equipment did you need?
36 disc golf target
1000 sponsored discs

6. Did you need to get permission from the local council? Please explain.
Event licence, but otherwise on private land

7. Did you need to take out insurance? If not, who did? Please explain.
No covered under Mendip vale Rotary clubs / Mendip activity centre insurance

8. How did the day or session operate?
Tickets were pre sold, sponsorship gained and corporate sponsors provided the equipment.
People free to come play between 10-4pm. Challenge was to play all 54 holes. Organised and
manned by volunteers from Mendip vale Rotary club. Mendip staff. Local scout group and other
volunteers. Raised over £20k for local charity young minds.

9. What was it about disc golf that really captivated and engaged people? How was the
feedback?

Ease of concept, disc to take away. Fun day out.

10. Did you come across any problems and what would you do to improve it next time?
Not as big as had hoped for, the following year ran a similar event with more than just disc golf.
Lots of activities. Even more successful

Bonus question: Why do you love disc golf so much?
Throwing aces
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7. School and Beginner Games Ideas

Thank you Alex Donne for sharing with us these ideas for beginner games. You can read a little
about what Alex has been up to in his case study in section 3.

Alex Donne’s Beginners Disc Golf Games…

Initial introduction

I like to go into the class or session and introduce myself to everyone.  Tell them the background

about me and my role along with some history of me playing disc golf..

Take some equipment into the intro with you too, and even find a quick video if you want to

show them exactly what it is…

Show the class / session participants a disc and how to hold it… obviously some people will

differ from others, but state what most people try to do and let them copy.

Explain the principle of it and where the game has come from… relate it to mini golf, ball golf or

footgolf (most of which everyone has heard of)…

Show them more….

I like to take the participants to a basket and show them what it is…. Demonstrate what you

would like them to do with their discs…  move a couple of feet away from the basket, hold the

disc and throw it into the basket yourself… show them the object of disc golf again… explain

about the chains and why they are there and the basket itself too… the noise is what attracts

most younger people… tell them you cant break the basket and maybe throw the disc into it

harder to show them too…

Explain about safety of the players.. only throw discs if the area is clear and when doing our

activities, work together as a team and be mindful of other players.
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Exercise 1… Real basic putting

Prior to the session, I have arranged for the following excerise to be ready at

yoru location.

The Big blue circle is a portable basket (whether that is a traveller style or a full

size portable like a DGUK Keep that we have bought).

The smaller coloured spots are markers (we use different coloured Velcro backed

discs, but you can use flat cones, mini cones, unused discs etc.)  These markers

need to be placed in a straight line and of equal distance, moving away from the

basket.  Depending on your participants, these distances can be made shorter or

longer.  If I am doing this with a group of adults, I may make it more difficult and

move the markers further away, but for children, I normally but the markers at a

distance of 3ft, 6ft, 9ft, 12ft and 15ft.

This exercise is just to get them throwing a disc into the basket. It's not a difficult process for

them, but the attraction is getting the disc into the basket and making the chains rattle… the

satisfaction of getting your disc into the basket..

Repeat until you are happy that all participants can achieve the desired outcome.  I like to make

sure they can do each distance, so I will get everyone to complete the 3ft marker first for a few

tries, then move backwards.  Again, depending on your numbers of participants, you may have

to split into groups if you have more than one basket.

When they get to the 15ft marker, success may not be as regular, so if you see groups struggling,

then maybe move them in again to the 12ft, or the 9ft marker.

Don’t forget, this is just an introduction… you want them to succeed at this point…

Alternatives

Depending on your time with the group, you may challenge them to make 2 consecutive putts

from one point before moving back to the next marker… this challenges them to succeed or

they will remain at a certain spot… just like we do with repetition, they are learning about the

disc as they succeed and changing the way they throw, the further they go from the basket..
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Exercise 2 – The Scoring Game

With all but the furthest floor marker

from exercise 1 removed,  go and grab

some Hula Hoops, or a length of rope to

create a circle around the base of your

basket as shown in the image.

This will be your fallback target….

The idea of this game is to get your disc

into the basket… if the player does this,

they get 3 points… if the player hits any

part of the basket (hits metal), they will

get 2 points, and if they land their disc

touching any part of any of the hula

hoops (rope around the basket), they will have 1 point.

Object of the game is to reach a set number of points… get your players to keep their own

score, or you keep it on some scrap paper depending on the number of players who have…

If you find this is too easy for them all, move the marker back further to a point where it then

becomes a challenge to throw the disc further again….

First to reach the set target number is the winner…

Alternatives

Play this as a team game.. if you are lucky enough to have more than one basket and more than

5 players, split them into groups and challenge them as a team to reach a goal.  You can repeat

this game whilst increasing the target score, or mixing the team members up….

This works great in schools with 3 or more baskets… the kids will also start speeding up too as

they want to win… so ensure they follow the rules and are throwing safely, but encourage them

to run to their disc to retrieve it and then return to the back of their line using a wide arc so the

next player can throw safely.

We added a barrier into the mix too, to stop

players aiming for the 1 point hoops on the floor

and to try and encourage them to throw the

discs higher..
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Exercise 3 - Closest to the Pin

Again, leaving the hoops or rope in situe,

create a makeshift ‘Tee Box’ and get the

players to aim towards the basket in a CTTP

competition.

Winner is the one who is closest to the

basket (or even in).

You could mix elements of exercise 2 into

this by scoring as well if people get close,

so its entirely up to you.

Alternatives

If you have young people, don’t forget to extend the competition to 2nd, 3rd and 4th places if

needed… you can mark the location of the discs with flags or cones should you need to return

the discs to the players for additional attempts or additional players.
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Exercise 4 – Playing a Golf Hole…

Whilst thinking about the progression of the players from exercise 1 into exercise 4, you will be

able to see if they are capable of throwing a disc further…

Create a makeshift hole (or more depending on baskets).

Here we have a football pitch where we created 3 holes.  Starting with the first hole that was

approx. 30m long, increased in length to hole 2, and the 3rd hole was the length of the pitch to

challenge those who wanted to have a full throw.

It is up to you if you wanted to walk around the ‘course’ with them, or keep an eye from afar as

you assist other groups as they approach and take part in the events…

Obviously, this is just a taster of what can be offered.  By all means take bits out of these and

create your own or follow the plan….

Good luck, have fun and hopefully see your results soon!
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8. Useful Toolkits incl. Outreach Guidance

The Belong Network:

www.belongnetwork.co.uk has a great “Power of Sport Toolkit” at
  https://www.belongnetwork.co.uk/toolkits/power-of-sport-toolkit/

It is a learning guide for people aiming to deliver sports programmes aimed at improving
cohesion and integration.

In It Live:

https://www.initlive.com/blog/planning-a-sporting-event

This article will outline everything you need to plan and ensure your own sporting event is a
success:

Community Games:

http://www.communitygames.org.uk/toolkit

“It provides you with information about how to get started, getting other people involved, and
running an event. It also gives you some ideas for activities to run, and some guidance around
important issues such as health and safety and working with children. Finally, the toolkit also
gives some pointers as to how to recruit and work with volunteers and methods of obtaining
funds should you require them.”

http://www.belongnetwork.co.uk
https://www.belongnetwork.co.uk/toolkits/power-of-sport-toolkit/
https://www.initlive.com/blog/planning-a-sporting-event
http://www.communitygames.org.uk/toolkit
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9. Insurance Guidance

As a first port of call it’s always best to contact your local council to discuss any event in a public
space. The below summary information on insurance and licences/permits is taken from the
following “Planning Pack” put together by the UK Government:

DDG - DIRECT GOV INFO - PLANNING PACK.docx

Insurance

Do I need insurance?

There is no law that says you must buy insurance for a voluntary or community event – but you
might want to make sure you are covered in case something goes wrong and someone makes a
claim against you. Having public liability insurance may give you peace of mind, but it’s good
planning, not insurance that stops things going wrong.

Sometimes another body, perhaps a local council you have contact with or someone that you
contract with (such as a landowner if the event is taking place on their land), will require you to
have public liability insurance. If this is the case, you can ask why they are requiring this
because it is not compulsory in law. Sometimes signing a disclaimer will be adequate instead of
buying insurance.

If you do decide you need insurance, remember that before you buy it, you should check the
terms of the policy carefully to make sure you know exactly what cover it provides and any
requirements you may have to meet.

If you are holding the event in your home or garden, you may be covered by the public liability
section of your own home insurance policy. You can check this yourself and talk to your insurer
if you have any questions.

If you are renting or using someone else’s building, you may be covered by their insurance, do
check to see if this is the case.

Insurance It is important that you plan for all eventualities when organising your Community
Games. You may be staging a series of small events for your community without a great deal of
expenditure or even infrastructure. However, you have a duty of care to your volunteers and the
people taking part and should ensure adequate insurance is in place.

As you may be staging your events in a community centre, school, park or leisure centre, it is
recommended that you check with the venue regarding what insurance they hold already. It may

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e_Qo4QmOO06OPOHRTDS21VHv71m6paVl/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111654530130422135704&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/can-do-guide-for-organisers-of-voluntary-events/the-can-do-guide-to-organising-and-running-voluntary-and-community-events#what_is_public
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be that all policies that you require are covered through them. The key policies are listed below,
but you should also check with your local council to see what their requirements are for events:

Types of Insurance

Public liability insurance This covers any award of damages given to a member of the public
because of an injury of damage to their property caused by you or your event. It also covers
legal fees and any medical fees.

Employer’s liability insurance This covers the costs and fees for employees (volunteers)
injured or taken ill during the event through the fault of the organiser.

Equipment hired in insurance This covers the costs of replacement equipment or items
provided by your hire contractors in the event that equipment is either damaged or stolen during
your event. Some hire companies include a charge for insurance on their quotations. Arranging
an insurance policy is straight forward and commonly starts with a policy application detailing
every aspect of your event. You might be asked to provide additional or supporting detail if any
part of your application is unclear. A typical insurance premium cost for an event of around 100
people with a policy cover level of around £1 million is between £50 and £100. BIBA, the
insurance brokers’ trade body has a database of brokers which you can search by postcode or
area – www.biba.org.uk

Licences and Permits

The size and location of your DDG event will determine if any licences or permits will be
required. Don’t be put off by this list – you may not require any of them.

Council permits Council permits that may be required depending on the size and scale of your
event are listed below. You need to check with your local authority whether you need to have
these.

Temporary structures licence If you are erecting any large structures, such as marquees, a
temporary structures licence may be required.

Loudspeaker consent If Public Address (PA) systems will be playing music, it is advisable to
check with your council if any form of consent licence is required.

Event licence an actual licence for your event may be required. Some local authorities ask that
this is applied for when a public event is staged.

Merchandise licence If anything is going to be sold to participants and members of the public,
this licence may be required.

Alcohol licence Licences are only required if alcohol is sold. If you did want to sell alcohol, you
will need to contact your council for a Temporary Events Notice form. This form costs £21.

http://www.biba.org.uk
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Food licence You do not need a licence to sell food. If you are planning on including
concession units, then health and safety and hygiene licences will be required.

Public Collection Licence If you are planning to have a public collection to raise funds for a
charity or other organisation you will need this licence.

Tombolas/Raffles If the tombola/raffle tickets are sold on the day and the prizes are not worth
more than £500 in total then it will be exempt from gambling regulations However, if tickets are
sold in advance of the event, you will need a lottery registration but do speak to your local
council first. Any proceeds from the tombola/raffle must go to a good cause such as a charity or
towards covering the costs of your event.

Music licence It is important that you ascertain if these music licences are required at your
venue. If you are intending to play pre-recorded music you need to contact the Performing
Rights Society (PRS) at www.prs.co.uk and the Phonographic Performance Limited (PPL) at
www.ppluk.com. An estimated cost for them should be under £60.00 dependent on the
anticipated audience size. If using an existing facility or venue it would be worthwhile checking
with the venue manager what licences they already have as these may be included in the hire of
a facility. Top tips: Even if you ascertain that council licences are not required, it would be
advisable to officially inform the council or local authority anyway.
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10. Risk Assessment (example doc)

Thank you Alan Heckman for providing us (and you) with this extremely thorough and specific
risk assessment document. This can be used as an example doc if you need to put a risk
assessment together yourself.

MDG Risk assessment for off-site community events.docx

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HR8Oaozbn43si-G2VzzcH17mCjdB2dBC/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111654530130422135704&rtpof=true&sd=true
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11. Safeguarding

Please see below the BDGA’s quick look summary on Safeguarding. Below this you will find a
link to the full safeguarding document.

BDGA Safeguarding - Quick-look Summary

Refer to the BDGA Safeguarding Policy for full guidance.

Players at BDGA Events (including under-18s):

● Read Appendix 3 of the Safeguarding Policy for guidance on conduct around children.
● Look out for the safety and welfare of under-18s around you at tournaments.
● Report any concerns to the Safeguarding Lead – usually the Tournament Director – or

the BDGA National Director (bdganationaldirector@gmail.com).

Parents of Under-18s:

● Accompany your child to events.
● If you cannot accompany your child, you must designate a stand-in guardian by

informing the Tournament Director and National Director in writing. The stand-in
guardian must also accept the responsibility by declaring as such in writing to the TD
and ND.

● If your child is 13 or under, you must accompany them during play.

Tournament Directors

● Make clear in your tournament literature who the Safeguarding Lead is (by default it will
be you).

● Make sure any under-18s have parents attending the tournament with them, or have
nominated a stand-in guardian in writing.

● Make sure any 13-year-olds or under have their parents in their playing groups.
● If camping is provided, try to allocate a quieter area for families to camp.
● If a child is believed to be at immediate risk of harm (physical or emotional), the relevant

local authority’s Children Social Services should be contacted.
● Other concerns should be passed on to the National Director.

Full Document:

BDGA Safeguarding Policy

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dv24KBaElqUx6_DvCAQVrK02vO9T4eXEUz40Hl2ojkk/edit?usp=sharing
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12. Image Consent Form

Please take lots of pictures of your DDG event in full swing. A great way to encourage people to
play the sport is to show them examples of others enjoying it and what better way than through
a top snap! This form is designed to be printed out and filled in on the day by the person in the
picture and by their legal guardian (if under 18).

Consent form - image and video.docx.pdf

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_8BJGPALbzvAILa_QQy6bd1Y224Xbbzd/view?usp=sharing

